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ABSTRACT

Objective To understand the dynamics of conversations between neonatologists and parents concerning limitation of life-sustaining treatments.

Design Formal conversations were recorded, transcribed and analysed according to the conventions and methods of conversation analysis.

Setting Two tertiary neonatal intensive care units.

Participants Consultant neonatal specialists and families.

Main outcome measures We used conversation analysis and developed an inductive coding scheme for conversations based on the introduction of limiting life-sustaining treatments and on the parental responses.

Results From recordings with 51 families, we identified 27 conversations about limiting life support with 20 families and 14 doctors. Neonatologists adopted three broad strategies: (1) ‘recommendations’, in which one course of action is presented and explicitly endorsed as the best course of action, (2) a ‘single-option choice’ format (conditional: referring to a choice that should be made, but without specifying or listing options), and (3) options (where the doctor explicitly refers to or lists options). Our conversation analysis-informed coding scheme was based on the opportunities available for parents to ask questions and assert their preference with minimal interactional constraint or pressure for a certain type of response. Response scores for parents presented with conditional formats (n=15, median 5.0) and options (n=10, median 5.0) were significantly higher than for those parents presented with ‘recommendations’ (n=16, median 3.75; p=0.002) and parents were more likely to express preferences (p=0.005).

Conclusion Encouraging different approaches to conversations about limitation of life-supporting treatment may lead to better parent engagement and less misalignment between the conversational partners.

INTRODUCING

Introducing the concept of limiting life-sustaining treatment to parents of newborn babies is one of the most challenging conversations in medicine. Such conversations are not uncommon in practice: between 60% and 80% of neonatal deaths follow decisions to limit life-sustaining treatment.1 For babies born <27 weeks of gestation admitted for neonatal intensive care in England during 2006, 76% of 580 deaths were described as ‘planned’, and thus followed conversations between neonatologists and parents about limiting treatment.2 Such decisions are based rarely on certainty, but rather on considerations of risks of death or survival with significant disability.

What is already known on this topic?

► A high proportion of neonatal deaths during critical care occur after conversations between doctors and parents about limiting life-sustaining treatment.

► Previous research has used post hoc interviews or questionnaires which may be confounded by the process.

► The trajectory of these conversations has not previously been directly studied.

What this study adds?

► We recorded interactions about limiting life-supporting treatment in order to identify three strategies used by doctors in initiating these conversations.

► Providing parents with options for care is more successful in promoting alignment between doctors and parents, compared with use of recommendations or best interest arguments.

The UK Department of Health recommends that ‘clinical care decisions, including end-of-life decisions, are made by experienced staff in partnership with the parents’.3 Such decisions may be based on concepts of parental authority or medical paternalism,4 5 and can involve ‘team recommendations’, ‘(baby’s) best interests’,6 7 among other considerations. Moreover, the opinions of the clinical team may differ.8–10 Parents report that they want to be involved in decision-making, but that current involvement is less than optimal,11 suggesting that implementation of relevant guidelines is varied. How these various considerations are applied in practice, indeed the process of arriving at life-limiting decisions, has not previously been studied.

Most research in this area is retrospective, using data from remote interviews12 providing insight into the perceptions of doctors and parents. However, such approaches do not help us to understand how decision-making conversations unfold in real time.

We therefore undertook a study based on audio and video recordings of end-of-life discussions using conversation analysis (CA) to evaluate technical aspects of decision-making communication between doctors and parents. While others have begun to observe real-time neonatal interactions and code the talk in terms of parent participation in broad terms,13 14 our analysis focuses directly on how the design of the doctors’ talk facilitates making conversations about limiting life-sustaining treatment.2 Such decisions may be based on concepts of parental authority or medical paternalism,4 5 and can involve ‘team recommendations’, ‘(baby’s) best interests’,6 7 among other considerations. Moreover, the opinions of the clinical team may differ.8–10 Parents report that they want to be involved in decision-making, but that current involvement is less than optimal,11 suggesting that implementation of relevant guidelines is varied. How these various considerations are applied in practice, indeed the process of arriving at life-limiting decisions, has not previously been studied.

Most research in this area is retrospective, using data from remote interviews12 providing insight into the perceptions of doctors and parents. However, such approaches do not help us to understand how decision-making conversations unfold in real time. We therefore undertook a study based on audio and video recordings of end-of-life discussions using conversation analysis (CA) to evaluate technical aspects of decision-making communication between doctors and parents. While others have begun to observe real-time neonatal interactions and code the talk in terms of parent participation in broad terms,13 14 our analysis focuses directly on how the design of the doctors’ talk facilitates decision-making conversations unfolding in real time.

We therefore undertook a study based on audio and video recordings of end-of-life discussions using conversation analysis (CA) to evaluate technical aspects of decision-making communication between doctors and parents. While others have begun to observe real-time neonatal interactions and code the talk in terms of parent participation in broad terms,13 14 our analysis focuses directly on how the design of the doctors’ talk facilitates decision-making conversations unfolding in real time.
Parental participation, in terms of what was said and discussed subsequently. Our aim was to determine how doctors engage/ facilitate informed parental involvement in the decision-making process.

PARTICIPANTS AND METHODS
Families were recruited from two neonatal intensive care units in England (2013–2016). Following informed consent to record conversations from each consultant neonatologist, parents of a critically ill baby, about whom discussions of redirection of care were possible, were recruited. Parents were introduced to the study by their consultant and subsequently recruited by CS or their consultant, who provided further information and obtained informed consent.

Procedure
Formal conversations between doctors and parents were recorded; a multidisciplinary team including nurses, community nurses and others involved in discharge planning were present on all occasions, but the focus of this study was conversations between doctors and parents. Recordings (made available to the parents in line with recommended practice25) were anonymised and transcribed in detail.16 The method of analysis was CA, a technique widely applied to medical interactions17–19 to investigate interaction patterns associated with particular phases or activities (eg, presentations of patients’ opening problem,20 doctors recommending treatment21), in order to identify the affordances and limitations of different communication practices.22 For the purposes of this study, in accordance with CA studies that have shown, for example, that treatment recommendations take (five) different forms,21 those utterances in which critical decisions were presented by doctors were identified, and inspected for their specific linguistic format (grammatical and lexical design). Having identified the different formats in which doctors initiated decisions, we then tracked what implications they did were not germane to our study of how they responded (differently) to different decision formats (designs). Non-verbal (embodied) communication was not analysed for the purposes of this part of the study, focusing as it does on the (linguistic) form of doctors’ utterances, and parents’ (verbal) responses, for example, questions.

A coding framework was devised on the basis of how doctors present decisions to parents (format) and how parents responded (table 1). The quantification of our findings highlights the affordances and implications of different communication practices (delivery formats). Response scores include ‘opportunity for further questions’ and ‘preferences expressed’. Both scores are ordered, with high scores equating to greater parental participation. We summed these scores into an overall ‘response score’, describing the extent to which different strategies for presenting these decisions related to parental participation in decision-making.

To test the reliability of the coding framework, data were coded by two independent coders. Kappa for the agreement between coders for ‘decision format’ was 0.80 (95% CI 0.65 to 0.95), indicating ‘strong agreement’.24 Kappa for aspects of parents’ talk was 0.80 (95% CI 0.65 to 0.95) for ‘parental questions’ (strong agreement), 0.70 (95% CI 0.52 to 0.87) for ‘expression of preference’ (moderate agreement) and 0.62 (95% CI 0.46 to 0.78) for ‘total response score’ (moderate agreement). Kappa for other aspects of the doctors’ talk when first raising the decision (n=27) was 0.71 (95% CI 0.48 to 0.94) for ‘partnership’ (substantial agreement) and 0.71 (95% CI 0.48 to 0.94) for ‘Best Interest Score’ (moderate agreement). Results were averaged across the two coders. Distributional differences between the presence and absence of identified features of talk for different decision formats were explored using the Kruskal-Wallis test for independent samples or the Mann-Whitney U test for two group comparisons.

RESULTS
Among the 51 families recruited, we identified 27 conversations (21 families) in which the possibility of limiting life-sustaining treatment was presented to the parents. Cases where the doctor sought ‘clarification’ of a decision previously made or considered were not included. Two further conversations in which parents had previously expressed strong preferences regarding the continuation of life-sustaining treatment were excluded. From the 20 remaining families and 25 conversations, we identified 41 occasions in which a potential decision about life-sustaining treatment was presented by the doctor. Of those 25 conversations: 11 concerned withdrawal of ongoing life support, including mechanical ventilation; 12 withholding treatment in the event of further deterioration; and 7 “do not resuscitate orders” (five followed the introduction of a decision to withhold or withdraw).25 The conversations were led by a total of 14 consultants.

The reasons for considering limiting life-sustaining treatment were: severe perinatal asphyxia (n=4), prematurity with neurological complications (n=6), very premature infant with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parental responses to the decision</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity for questions prior to making decision</td>
<td>►</td>
<td>Includes companion questions, parent response precedent.</td>
<td>Questions invited by medical team or volunteered by parents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>►</td>
<td>If both challenging and non-challenging, the lower score given.</td>
<td>No questions clearly invited or volunteered OR the question is slightly challenging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression of preference</td>
<td>►</td>
<td>Includes companion responses, parent response precedent.</td>
<td>Preference asserted freely with minimal resistance/concurrence or agreement with decision to defer/parent defers decision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>►</td>
<td>Emotional responses/reactions not included.</td>
<td>Tacit/passive acceptance/implicit resistance (including nodding)/non-concurrence with the doctor’s deferral.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>►</td>
<td>Lowest score given when multiple responses.</td>
<td>Explicit resistance (including negative formulations of the doctor’s actions and deferrals mobilised to resist a doctor’s recommendation).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total response score 2–6
an iatrogenic problem (n=1), complex congenital (including cardiac) anomalies (n=8) and a threatened preterm delivery of twins at 23 weeks of gestation (one baby with ruptured amniotic membranes) (n=1). The population was typical of the admissions for both neonatal units being of mixed ethnicity (10 Caucasian, 7 Black, 2 ‘Other’ and 1 not recorded) and varied spiritual beliefs (9 Christian beliefs, 2 Muslim, 4 none declared and 4 not recorded).

CA revealed that doctors presented the potential decision in three main ways:

1. Recommendations—one course of action is presented and explicitly endorsed as the best course of action (n=16), for example, ‘we should change his active intensive care into palliative care.’

2. Single-option choice (conditionals)—referring to a choice that should be made, but without referring to or listing options (n=15). In all cases a conditional form was used, for example, ‘should she deteriorate… would you want…’

3. Options—where the doctor explicitly refers to or lists options (n=10), for example, ‘So the options are that we would offer palliative care, which is just comfort and support, or we would offer intensive care.’

(For a detailed analysis of the interactions in which recommendation and option sequences emerged, see Shaw et al.26 27)

In ‘recommendation’ sequences, moving to palliative care was presented and endorsed as the best course of action. Doctors shared evidence, including (frequently) a previously agreed team perspective, supporting the recommendation as a robust conclusion,28 rendering any alternative as being a challenge to the doctor or team. We observed that parents either passively accepted the recommendation (with minimal acknowledgement), or frequently responded robustly (eg, ‘so you’re telling me to kill my baby’), which resulted in derailing the progression of the conversation and misalignment between the doctor and parent(s).

In ‘single-option choice’ (termed ‘conditionals’) and ‘options’ sequences, limiting intensive care was not presented as the only option. In both formats, the baby’s ‘best interests’ tended not to be stated with certainty, and doctors frequently referred explicitly to the need for a joint decision. Doctors thereby acknowledged parents’ involvement in the decision without specifying their own perspectives or preferences. Both these strategies enabled parents to assert their preferences freely, and when they asked questions, they were rarely challenging.

All first instances in each conversation of mention of ‘best interest’ and partnership were coded (n=50/82; both coders’ data cumulated). We found a significant association between the decision format and how best interest was scored (p<0.001). Using the recommendations format (n=16) when the baby’s best interests were mentioned, these were presented with certainty. When the conditional (n=18) or options format (n=16) was used, ‘best interest’ phrasing was overwhelmingly used as a framework to guide decision-making (12/14 cases for conditionals; 12/13 cases for options). A significant association was also found between decision format and partnership score (p<0.001). Using the recommendations format, 13/16 decisions were presented as a medical team decision. In contrast, some conditional (n=18) or option formats (n=16) tended to be presented with an explicit reference to a joint decision (conditionals n=15; options n=7) and others without (conditionals n=3; options n=8), with just one option format (n=0 for conditionals) being presented as a team decision.

Our coding demonstrates differences in the way parents responded to these alternative formats (figure 1). Total response
scores for parents presented with conditionals and options were significantly higher, and parents freely asserted their preference more frequently with both conditional and option approaches compared with recommendation formats. In contrast, the scores allocated for the opportunity for questions did not differ between the three groups, although in the conditional format questions were more often invited or volunteered.

Coding scores did not vary significantly according to whether they were first (n=28) or subsequent (n=16) conversations about reorientation of care in any of the three scales: response scores (p=0.19), questions (p=0.10) or preference (p=0.39). Neither total response nor preference scores differed according to whether they were first (n=25) or subsequent (n=16) mentions within a sequence (p=0.16 and p=0.71, respectively). First mentions within a sequence, however, scored significantly higher than subsequent mentions for questions (p=0.017) (table 2).

Overall, these results suggest that parental participation was more strongly related to the decision format used by doctors, rather than to any other influencing factors, such as the parent’s emotional response or shock at the decision being discussed.

**DISCUSSION**

Our study represents a unique approach to evaluating the implications of conversations about end-of-life decisions. We identified three formats through which doctors presented to parents the possible decision to limit life-sustaining treatment: recommendations, conditionals and options. Each led to different conversational trajectories and scales of alignment between parents and doctors. Our findings appear to be statistically robust using our inductive coding, despite the modest number of conversations analysed. One strength of our study lies in the intercoder reliability and therefore the categorisation of the decision formats, for which we developed a CA-informed coding system to support our conclusions. As the first study to use this approach to critical care decision-making in the neonatal intensive care unit, our findings provide evidence that the communication skills of doctors impact on parents’ involvement in decision-making—which may further impact parents’ ability to cope during the care of their critically unwell baby. This has implications for professional guidance and training in this area.

Conversations using the recommendations format tended to be characterised by reference to a robust, corroborated team decision that should be made in the best interest of the baby. Such a strategy adheres closely to current guidance, yet analysis revealed negative implications for parent participation in the decision-making process, resulting in either misalignment between parties or passive acceptance. Once a recommendation has been stated, the parent is placed in the position of having either to accept or reject the recommendation, with the implication that a rejection challenges medical opinion. Such resistance

| Table 2 Median (IQR) for response scores according to first versus subsequent decision points |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                  | Questions       | Preference       | Total response  |
| First                            | 2.0 (2.0–2.4)   | 2.5 (2.0–3.0)   | 5.0 (4.0–5.0)   |
| Subsequent                       | 2.5 (2.0–3.0)   | 3.0 (1.5–3.0)   | 5.0 (3.5–6.0)   |
| Decision point within a sequence | First           |                 |                 |
|                                  | 2.5 (2.0–3.0)   | 2.5 (1.5–3.0)   | 5.0 (3.8–5.8)   |
|                                  | Subsequent      |                 |                 |
|                                  | 2.0 (2.0–2.0)   | 2.75 (2.0–3.0)  | 4.75 (4.0–5.0)  |

Conditional and option formats were both characterised by an orientation to joint decision-making between parents and doctors, and provision of information that did not explicitly favour a particular outcome or presuppose the baby’s best interests. These formats tended to be followed with stronger alignment between parties where parents were able to assert their preference without misalignment with the doctor and avoided the need for parental acquiescence to professional judgement.

We have previously shown that parent-initiated decision moments (eg, ‘so what next’) are more likely to be associated with subsequent options from doctors, whereas doctor-initiated decision moments are more likely to be associated with recommendations or conditional formats.27 Further research is needed to distinguish the features of conditional formats as compared with options, and the clinical implications of these differences.

Two recent studies of the process of decision-making in end-of-life neonatal decision-making have provided a closer examination of these conversations, through analysis of recorded conversations.31 32 They identified ways in which parent involvement was limited through evidence of minimal psychosocial talk and parent questions in the conversations,13 and found little evidence of doctors eliciting parent’s preferences.14 Although these studies consider parental involvement in a broad sense, in this study we have systematically evaluated parental engagement by recording doctor–parent conversations and analysing how and when talk is produced, moment by moment. Our CA-based coding scheme enables us to analyse decision-making conversations in an inductive manner.

**Implications**

It is essential to introduce decision-making in a way that engages parent participation. By exploring options parents may be supported in adjusting to the decision as their own values can be explored and aligned to the decision they make, therefore minimising decisional regret.13 This could be important in long-term adjustment to their loss or to the evolution of impairment as their child develops. Even where a baby’s death appears to be inevitable, there are choices as to how death can be managed or how a decision on strategy can be reached.

These results have implications for professional training in this area. Previous work has identified that communication skills training is often underserved in neonatology.34 35 An educational intervention using role-play and practice exercises with neonatologists in the USA resulted in improvements in doctors’ confidence in their ability to communicate prognosis and navigate difficult decision-making with parents.36 Further work is required to determine the impact of an educational intervention based on conversation analytical feedback of real-life examples of participants, measured through improved parental engagement in decision-making and professional confidence.
CONCLUSIONS

In discussions around the end of life, doctors are professionally enjoined to use recommendations and a test of best interests. The framework as to how best interests are determined remains obscure. When undertaking challenging conversations with parents, doctors often aim to minimise the burden of guilt they perceive that parents experience. However, Anspach has argued that ‘...a well-intended but paternalistic attempt to protect parents from guilt may, ironically, produce the very effect it is designed to minimize and may deter, rather than facilitate, vigilant information processing’, the latter being a process considered to minimise postdecision regret. From the work presented here, strategies that encourage true joint decision-making and engage parents may be more effective than the use of recommendations and best interest arguments.
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